
The Issue

Pat and Rose Perry are dedicated and passionate dairy 
farmers. Their 46 hectare dairy farm was severely damaged 
by flooding caused by Ex-tropical Cyclone Oswald in 
January 2013. Irrigation infrastructure used to irrigate 
dairy pastures was severely impacted.
Left bereft and in a difficult situation the Perry’s main 
source of safe on-farm water was fast running out. The 
only solution was to relocate their main pump above the 
flood line; a costly but necessary task to protect their 
pumping infrastructure from future inundation. This 
decision has benefits in the longer term allowing them to 
maintain their water supply by not having to move the 
pump during future flood events and reducing the risk of 
delays and costs associated with pump damage. 
 ‘I was very happy with the service provided by BMRG.                           
Their project officer did an on-farm assessment of our 

eligibility for assistance.  It was a very 
simple process with no fuss’ explained 
Pat Perry. 

The OppOrTunITy

This decision was not made in haste.  
BMRG’s On-farm and Riparian Recovery Program 
was established specifically to help producers return 
to productivity following the January flooding. BMRG 
funded one-on-one technical assistance for growers as 
well grants to assist with returning to productivity and 
repair essential infrastructure. The Perry’s were able to 
seek advice from Sunfam, locally established and operated 
irrigation specialists with more than 25 years’ experience, 
as well as assistance with the purchase of a new pump 
resulting in establishing an irrigation infrastructure 
solution specific to their needs. 
Sunfam irrigation specialist Ian Loeskow, noted that the 
existing pump was located on a tramline at the bottom of 
a steep river bank which made it difficult and dangerous 
to access during a flood event. Addressing the site 
access challenges was necessary whilst maximising the 
operational efficiency to reduce the power requirement.
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... an excellent example 
of a collaboration 
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local businesses and 
BMRG that has created 
a positive outcome 
from what was a 
difficult situation.
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Left: Dairy farmer Pat Perry 
standing beside the new booster 
pump installed at the old 
pump site.
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The sOluTIOn

Sunfam’s solution involved installing a smaller pump at the original pump site designed to withstand full immersion in 
a flood and installation of a second ‘booster’ pump unit above the high water mark at the top of the river bank. 
The smaller pump would also be capable of supplying water directly to a dam on the Perry’s property without the 
need for operation of the ‘booster’ pump. This would reduce the cost of transferring water by more than 50% when 
compared with the original setup. The track down to the river bank also required repair to ensure access to the new 
submersible pump could be maintained.  
Pat said that ‘I was impressed with Sunfam’s service. Despite installation challenges they found a solution and did the 
job.  I now use less power when irrigating and have really good pressure.  Before, using a 1.34” nozzle was impossible.’   

The FuTure

Going forward, the Perry’s vision goes beyond just flood proofing their critical irrigation infrastructure.  They are 
currently working with Sunfam to assess the feasibility of remote starting all three of their pump sites using a mobile 
phone. The work done with the Perry family is an excellent example of a collaboration between government, local 
businesses and BMRG that has created a positive outcome from what was a difficult situation. In addition, the Perry 
family have been able to return to productivity in a way that has built efficiencies, reduced costs and developed resilience 
into their enterprise.

The new main pump is located 
at the top of the steep river bank 
above the flood zone.

This project is part of the On-farm 
Productivity and Riparian Recovery 
Program; supporting primary producing 
areas severely impacted by flooding 
following Ex-tropical Cyclone Oswald 
2013 and is funded by the Queensland 
and Commonwealth Governments 
through natural disaster relief and 
recovery arrangements.
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